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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. NEED FOR STUDY 
For the high school student who wishes to continue his 
education there always has been a problem of helping the stu-
dent determine his potential abilities. What information 
should be gathered about the student which will give college 
advisors the best estimate of the student's future college 
success? This is a question that has been asked repeatedly, 
and one which has been answered in different ways. Generally, 
it has been shown through research that a student's high 
school grades are the best predictor of college success. For 
the majority of entering college freshmen tnis may be true. 
For the high school student who has ability, but laclmmotiva-
tion or has inadequate study skills, high school grades may 
have little predictive value. 
Thus, in addition, college entrance examinations gen-
erally are given to entering college freshmen. The results 
of these examinations have given advisors additional informa-
tion about the student's achievement in certain subject areas. 
In some instances it may be found that the student is defici-
ent in English or mathematics. If and when this is the case 
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the student may be required to talce a basic or remedial 
course before being permitted to enroll in a regular fresh-
man English or mathematics class. 
The scores obtained from these entrance exa~inations 
plus the student's expressed interests are used by advisors 
in helping the student plan his entire college course of 
study. As an end result the test scores may help to estimate 
the student's potential for achievement in various academic 
areas. 
The freshmen tests at Fort Hays Kansas State College 
are so used. They include: The School and College Ability 
Test, which gives an estimate of ability to deal with words 
and concepts, and with numbers, and the Barrett-Ryan English 
Test, which indicates achievement in the various areas of 
English. Some of the areas in English test d include: The 
use of proper parts of speech, the construction of complete 
sentences, the use of functional grammar, the use of proper 
punctuation, and the use of an adequate vocabulary. The re-
sults of these two tests are used to place the student in 
regular freshman English or mathematics classes or in reme-
dial courses. 
The test results also are used by advisors in assist-
ing the student with his proposed course of study. The ques-
tion of the value of the use of such placement tests may be 
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raised. Do placement tests really fulfill their function? 
Educators generally have been satisfied with the pre-
dictive efficiency of the entrance examinations and the stu-
dent's high school grades. However, the question still re-
mains: If the student has poor study habits a.,.~d poor grades, 
do these tests actually estimate the student's true potential 
or do they discriminate against him? 
Some educators believe that continued poor grades in 
high school and college not always is caused by a lack of 
intelligence or motivation, but the lack of proper study 
skills. If this is the case, perhaps a study skills test 
would help determine the student's wealmesses and indicate 
more accurately the areas in which the student ls deficient. 
Also, a study skills test plus the School and College Ability 
Test might be a better set of predictors of college succes s 
than the School and College Ability Test alone. 
II. Related Research 
Many studies have been made in past years relatin8 
high school achievement to college success, scholastic ap ti-
tude to college grades, and study skills to college grades. 
Although these studies differ from the presen t study it was 
felt that much valuable data could be obtained from the find-
ings of previous investigators. 
Van Tine, in his Master's thesis, found t hat college 
success could be predicted with a fair degree of accuracy 
4 
by using the student's high school records, scholastic apti-
tude tests, and achievement tests. 1 
Stone found that there was a positive relationship 
between intelligence and scholarship, but that they were not 
perfectly related. He said: 
Even were intelligence and potential scholar-
ship to correlate perfectly, there would always 
be cases of disparity between intelligence a.i.~d 
scholarship grades; for the idlers, the men with 
excessive extra-curricular burdens, the men with 
unhealthy bodies or unhealthy philosophies of 
life skew the correlation on the one hand; and 
the men with unusal pertinacity or disproportion-
ate absorption in scholarly performance upset 
calculations on the other hand. Any stata~ent 
regarding the validity of a test as a predictive 
measure is premature, or speculative, until the 
disparity has been measured and some of th~ fac-
tors related to the disparity ascertained. 
In a study by Carter, in which correlations were de-
termined between intelligence tests and study skills tests 
and grades in college, it was found that: 
When the amount of time used in testing ls 
considered, it appears that the study skills test 
is perhaps more efficient for ~redictlng grades 
than is the intelligence test.5 
lAgnew K. Van Tine, "The Prognostic Value of Entrance 
Tests and Requirements at the Drexel Ins ti tu te of Technology. 11 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Temple University, 1940), p. 67. 
2charles L. Stone, "Disparity Between Intelligence and 
Scholarship, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology, 13: 241, 
April, 1922. 
3Harold D. Carter, "Correlations Between Intelligence 
Tests, Study Skills Tests and Marks in College," Journal of 
Psychology, 30:333, October, 1950. 
5 
Brown, a leader in the development of study skills 
tests, stated that: 
The study skills test shows evidence of its 
relevance for counseling purposes, diagnostic 
testing, investigations of the educational pro-
cess, and as a tetching aid in remedial or how-
to-study courses. 
Salisbury, in a review of the Tyler-Kimber Study Skills 
Test, explains that the test scores on the American Counsel 
of Education Psychological Examination for College Freshmen, 
and the Tyler-Kimber Study Skills Test were correlated wi th 
each other and with grade point averages for three hundred 
and forty-three unselected junior-college graduates. The 
correlations between the Tyler-Kimber and the A.C.E. ranged 
from • 51 to • 65. Salisbury concludes: "The study skills test 
appears to give as good an indicator of academic success as 
the other two measures.5 
On the basis of past research the following inferrences 
may be make: 
(l) College success may be determined with a fair de-
gree of accuracy by using high school records, scholastic 
4william F. Brown, "School Marks and Confusion in Educa-
tion, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology, 46:75, April, 1955. 
5Rachel Salisbury, "A Review of the Tyler-Kimber Study 
Skills Test," The Nineteen Forty Mental Measurements Yearbook, 
ed. Oscar K. Buros. Arlington, Virginia: The Aryphon Press, 
p. 1580, 1945. 
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aptitude tests, and achievement tests. 
(2) There is a positive relationship between intelli-
gence a.i.Ld scholarship. 
(3) When time is a major factor in testing programs, 
study skills tests are perhaps more efficient for predicting 
college grades than intelligence tests. 
(4) The Tyler-Kimber is as good a predictor of col-
lege success as high school grades or scores from the A.C.E. 
III. Selection of Appropriate Examinations 
The two measuring devices used in this study were the 
School and College Ability Test and the Tyler- Kimber Study 
Skills Test. 
The selection of the School and College Ability Test 
(referred to hereafter as the SCAT), was determined by s everal 
factors: (1) The test had been evaluated oy many authori-
ties as one of the best scholastic aptitude t ests available; 
(2) the SCAT was being used for placement purposes at Fort 
Hays; (3) a previous study by Johnson6 gave correl ations 
between the SCAT and grade point averages for t he 1958-59 
freshmen at Fort Hays and thus, the data from Johnson's 
study could be used for comparative purposes. 
6Aris Johnson, and others , ncorrel at ion s Bet ween t he 
School and College Ability Test, Barrett-Ryan English Test, 
and Student's Grade Point Averages." (unpublished survey, 
Fort Hays Kans as State College, Hays, Kans as, 1960), p . 8. 
7 
The selection of a study sldlls test which would best 
measure the student's study skills was a considerably more 
difficult task than the selection of the SCAT. Buros7 was 
consulted, end from this source a list of appropriate study 
skills tests was made. These tests were located in the files 
of the Guidance Department at Fort Hays, and evaluated for 
their possible use in the present study. 
It was found that a majority of the study skills tests 
on the market today had been constructed for the testing of 
elementary and secondary school students. Thus, only two of 
the available tests contained norms for college use. Of these 
two possibilities, one test was a study-attitude survey or 
rating scale rather than a study skills test. Through a pro-
cess of elimination the Tyler-Kimber Study S1-::ills Test was 
chosen. (referred to hereafter as the Tyl r-Kimber) 
Although the Tyler-Kimber was selected for use in this 
study because of the above mentioned factors, the test had 
two main disadvantages. First, the test was published in 
1937. Since that time the test publishers have made no at-
tempt to revise the test or the norms. Secondly, the test, 
including instructions and. administration, takes approximately 
7oscar K. Buros, ed., The Nineteen Forty Mental Measure-
ments Yearbook, Arlington, Virginia: The Arypon Press, p. 1580, 
1945. 
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ninty minutes to complete. This in itself would perhaps 
make it a questionable examination for use in many testing 
programs unless the vaJ.ue of the results out-weighed the time 
consumed. 
Nevertheless, the test seemed to be the best available 
for the purposes of this study. Although the evaluation was 
made in 1945 and consequently may be of limited value, McCall 
noted that the Tyler-Kimber Study Skills Test was the "best 
test of its kind. 11 8 
IV. Statement of Problem 
The purpose of this study was to discover t h e value 
of the School and College Ability Test and the Tyler- Ki mber 
Study Skills Test in predicting grade point averages. In 
addition, it was intended to determine whether t he t wo tests 
used jointly would lead to a better preQictor of college suc-
cess than just the scores of the SCAT alone. 
In order to find answers to these questions the follow-
ing correla.tions were felt to be necessary: (1) Correla tions 
between the SCAT and the Tyler-Kim ber, ( 2) Correla.tions bet-
ween the SCAT and student grade point averages, (3) Correla-
tions between the Tyler-Kimber and stucent grade point aver-
ages, (4) A multiple correlation of the SCAT and Tyler-Kimber 
8william A. McCaJ.l, The Nineteen Forty Mental Measure-
ments Yearbook, ed. Oscar K. Buros. Arlington, Virginia: The 
Aryphon Press, p. 1580, 1945. 
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with student grade point averages, and ( 5) a comparison of 
the Fort Hays mean scores on the SCAT and the Tyler-Kimber 
with those of the standardization group on which the tests 
were standardized. 
v. Methodology 
This study was made on a population selected by a ran-
dom sampling process. The total population was the sophomore 
class of 1959-60 at Fort Hays Kansas State College. 
In determining the students to be selected for the 
present study a survey by Johnson8 was consulted. This study 
of the total freshman class of 1958-59 ( the present sophomore 
class) offered correlations between the SCAT and student grade 
point averages, and in addition, provided other important data 
on the same group . 
The SCAT scores were used as the be gis for selection 
of the testing population for the present study. Each Stu-
dent's raw score, as determined by the SCAT, was converted 
into centiles and placed into appropriate class intervals such 
as 0-9, 10-19, 20-29, etc. up to 90-99. Table I, on page ten, 
shows more clearly the total number of students in each centile. 
The sophomore population, on which SCAT scores were 
available, totaled six hundred and twenty-one. Of this number 
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Read Table Thus: In the Scat cent1le 0-9 there were twenty-
one girls tested. This was 4.4 percent of ... he total number 
cases in the freshman class. The number of girls selected 
for testing in the present study was four. The number of 
boys in the SCAT centile 0-9 was sixteen. This was 2. 2 per-
cent of the total number of the freshman class students. 
The number of boys needed for the representative sample of 
freshmen in this centile group was two. 
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two hundred and thirty-seven were girls, and three hundred 
and eighty-four were boys. To select a representative sample 
of this group the number of cases in each centile was converted 
into percentage, indicating what percent of students of the 
total sophomore population for girls and boys fell into each 
centile group. (See Table I, on page ten) 
After these percentages were computed it was necessary 
to determine the number of students to be taken from each cen-
tile group in order to have a truly representative sample of 
the Fort Hays Sophomore Class. This was accomplished by divid-
ing the total number of girls (237) and boys (384) into fifty. 
(fifty boys and fifty girls would equal one hundred p ercent) 
Thus, by dividing two hundred and thirty-seven into fifty, a 
constant of .210 was produced for the girls. Likewise, by divid-
ing three hundred and eighty-four into fif ~y, a constant of 
.138 was produced for the boys. The actual number of cases 
for each centile was then determined by multiplying the constant 
for each group times the total number of cases in the sophomore 
class. For example: There were twenty-nine girls in the 0-9 
centile. Thus, twenty-nine times the constant (.210) equals 
4.4 percent. Rounding this off to the closest number gave four 
cases. This was the number of students fro~ the entire sopho-
more population which would be needed for the present study 
from the 0-9 centile group. 
The n ext step involved the selection of a method of 
random sampling which would result in the one hundred cases 
desired for this study. The entire population, regardless 
12 
of sex, was numbered consecutively from one to six hundred 
and twenty-one. Small pieces of paper were then numbered in 
the same manner and according to the centile distribution were 
placed into separate piles. The number on the slip of paper 
was checked against the alphabetical listing of the total 
population, and the student's name corresponding to this num-
ber was the student selected for the new testing population. 
This procedure was followed in the selection of the remainder 
of the testing population. 
Because of a possible lack of student cooperation in 
scheduling and administering the Tyler-Kimber to the newly 
selected population, it was felt that a relatively high mar-
gin of safety would be necessary. Due to college drop-outs, 
illness, conflicting schedules, and numerous other reasons, 
one hundred and fifty students were sele~ted by the previously 
mentioned sampling process. 
Although this seemed at the time to be a sufficiently 
high margin of safety, it proved to be inadequate. One hun-
dred and fifty letters (see Appendix I and II) were sent to 
the testing population in the first mailing. A final tabula-
tion of testing data showed that out of the one hundred and 
fifty students, only eighty-nine made an appearance at one 
of the seven designated testing periods. Inasmuch as more 
students were needed for the study, a second letter was sent 
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to the untested students. (see Appendix III) Eventually, 
after two letters and in some cases a telephone conversation, 
ninty-eight percent of the number of students needed for the 
study were tested. 
Within the 0-9 centile group for both girls and boys, 
one case for each sex could not be obtained. Only three 
girls who had scored within the 0-9 centile on the SCAT still 
remained in college. For the boys' 0-9 centile, of which two 
cases were needed, only one could be tested. Five boys were 
in school who had scored within the 0-9 centile, but they 
refUsed to participate in the study . 
An excessive number of students were tested in some 
centile groups . Thus, the total number for each centile was 
placed into a second random sampling process and cases were 
eliminated randomly until the required n·unber for each centile 
group was reache, and the testing population numbered ninty-
eight. 
Use of Standardized Norms. Inasmuch as there were no 
Fort Hays norms available for comparison of raw scores, the 
standardization norms of the test publishers were uses . The 
standardization population for the SCAT included 1,484 college 
freshmen from twelve states. 
The Tyler-Kimber was standardized on one hundred jun-
ior-college graduates from the Sacramento Junior-College, 
California. The norms that were used in comparing t he Tyler-
14 
Kimber with the SCAT were those of the 11high-sophomores 11 • 
This included only those students who had completed two years 
of junior-college, having a grade point averag e of 2. 00 or 
above. A comparison of the high and low-sophomore scholar-
ship groups is shown in Table II on page fifteen. 
The "high-sophomore" norms were chosen f or use inas-
much as the "low-sophomore" norms were based on two hundred 
and twenty-five academic probationers from the same junior-
college. It was uncertain at the time as to the grade point 
average of the Fort Hays sophomores but it was felt tha t it 
would be between 1.00 and 2.00. Wi th this in mind it was 
felt that the "high- sophomore" group would more closely ap-
proximate the Fort Hays sophomores. It could be expected, 
however, that the mean score on the Tyler- Kimber would be 
considerably higher for the standardizatior. group than for 
the Fort Hays sophomores in this study. No further data could 
be obtainec as to the grade point averages of the "low-sopho-
mores ", but it was assumed to be 1.00 and below. 
For further clarification of the selection of norms for 
the Tyler-Kimber, the data in Table II on page fifteen should 
be consulted. 
VI. Limitations 
This study was limited to a representative sample of 
the 1959-60 sophomore class at Fort Hays Kansas State College. 
A time lapse of approximately t"i.10 years between the adminis-
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF LOW- AND HIGH-SCHOLARSHIP GROUP S ?OR 
THE TYLER- KIMBER STUDY SKILLS TEST 
Group x S. D. "t) x-
High Scholarship (N:100). . . . M1 
Junior-College gradua tes, 19 37, 
with Grade-Point ratio 2.00 137 11.85 1.19 
and above . . . . . . . . 
Low Scholarship (N=225) . . M2 
Junior-College probationers ' 1936-37 . . . . . . . . . . . 107 22.02 1.47 
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tration of the SCAT a..."'ld the Tyler-Kim ber wa s another limi ta-
tion. The students in the te s ting population h ad t he benefit 
of two y ears of college as a re sult of which the mean score 
for the study s lrills test would possibly be r aised. This 
difference in time should not, however, s eri ously af fect the 
correlations between t he Tyler- imber and student grade point 
averages. 
CHAPTER II 
AJ.~ALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The analysis of the data in this study required t he 
use of various statistical measurements which included: The 
mean, the standard deviation, t he coefficient of correlation, 
and the significance of difference between coefficients of 
correlation. For the reader's clarification the statistical 
treatment of each test was discussed separately, then in a 
combined manner. 
I. School and College Ability Test 
The range of scores for boys on the SCAT wa s seventy-
one; the highest score being one hundred and one, while the 
lowest was thirty. The relatively wide range of s even t y- one 
points indicated a fairly broad scatter of s cores. The 
range of scores for girls on the SCAT was ten points less, 
being sixty-on e; the highest score was ninty-two, whereas 
the lowest score was thirty-one. 
The mean score for boys wa s f ound to be sixty, whereas 
the girls' mean score was fifty-nin e. Thus, t he means of the 
two groups were approximately the same. The relatively large 
diff erence in the range of the two group s was because the 
highest bo 's score was eleven points higher than his next 
closest rival, whereas the girls, at the upp er level of the 
17 
of the test, tended to cluster together. Mean scores for 
each centile group and the total mean of the boys' and girls' 
groups are shown more clearly in Table III, on page eighteen. 
The standard deviation of the forty-nine boys' scores 
was 10.97. Of the seven hundred and forty-nine college fresh-
men on which the SCAT was standardized the standard deviation 
was 14.90. The difference bet ween these standard deviations 
was significant at the .01 level. The figures showed t hat 
approximat ely sixty-eight percent of the Fort Hays boys scored 
within the range from forty-nine to sixty-one, whereas sixty-
eight percent of the standardization group scored within the 
range from forty-nine to seventy-nine. 
The standard deviation for the forty-nine girls' scores 
in the present study was 10.40. This compared to the standard 
deviation of 14.90 for the standardizati rn group for the SCAT. 
The difference between these for both studies was significant 
at the .01 level. The figures showed that approximately sixty-
eight percent of the sophomore girls scored within t he raw 
score range from fort -nine to sixty-nine, whereas t he stan-
dardization group scored between forty-nine and seventy-nine, 
sixty-eight percent of the time. Table IV, on page nineteen 
gives the mean scores and the standard deviations for this 
study and also for the standardization group. 
In a recent study already referred to, Johnson found 
that the mean for Fort Hays freshmen was approximately ten 
TABLE III 
THE MEAN SCORES FOR EACH CENTILE GROUP FOR THE 
SCH OOL AND COLLEGE ABILITY TEST 
Centile BOYS GIRLS 
Group Cases Mean Cases Mean 
0-9 1 30 3 33 
10-19 7 42 6 41 
20-29 9 50 8 48 
30-39 8 56 8 57 
40-49 8 63 8 63 
50-59 ,::; 66 6 68 .., 
6o-69 4 76 4 74 
70-79 3 80 3 79 
80-89 3 87 2 83 
90-99 1 101 1 92 
Total Mean 49 60 49 59 
Read Table Thus: Within the 0-9 centile group 
for boys there was only one boy and his score 
was thirty. Within the 0-9 centile group f or 




points lower than that of the standardization group . The 
present study found that the mean of a random sample of the 
freshman population at Fort Hays was approximately four points 
lower than that of the standardization group. Johnson's work 
used centiles, whereas this study used raw scores for all 
statistical computations. 
TABLE IV 
THE MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
IN COMPARISON WITH THE NATIONAL NORMS FOR THE 
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE ABILITY TEST 
Source BOYS GIRLS 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
Present 
Study 60 10.97 59 10.40 
(N:49) 
National 
Norms 64 14.90 64 14.90 
(N=747) 
II. Tyler-Kimber Study Skills Test 
The range of scores for the boys on the Tyler-Kimber 
was fifty-four; the highest score being one hundred and fifty-
five while the lowest score was one hundred and four. The 
range of scores for the girls on the test was fifty-three; 
the highest being one hundred and forty-nine and the lowest 
ninty-six. The highest possible score which could be obtained 
was one hundred and seventy-seven. 
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The mean score for the boys was found to be one hun-
dred and thirty-one, whereas the mean for the girls was one 
hundred and twenty-seven. Thus, the means of the two groups 
were approximately the same . The mean score for each centile 
group and the tota.l mean of the groups are sho1-m more clearly 
in Table V, on page twenty-one. 
The boy with the lowest score on the Tyler-Kimber fell 
within the 0--9 centile group on the SCAT. In contrast, the 
girl scoring the lowest on the Tyler-Kimber fell within the 
60-69 centile group on the SCAT. At the upper scoring limits 
the boy with the highest score on the Tyler- Kimber scored 
within the 90-99 centile group on the SCAT, whereas the girl 
scoring the highest on the Tyler- :i:~imber fell within the 80-89 
centile on the SCAT. 
The standard deviation of the forty-ni n e boys' scores 
on the Tyler-Kimber was 10.95. This was quite close to the 
standard deviation of the standardization group. This was 
11.85 and was based on one hundred junior-college graduates 
having a grade point average of 2.00 or above. This figure 
for the present study showed that approximately sixty-eight 
percent of the boys sc ored within eleven points above or be-
low the mean score of one hundred and thirty-one, or within 
the range of raw scores from one hundred and twenty to one 
hundred and forty-two. 
TABLE V 
THE MEAN SCORES FOR EACH GENTILE GROUP FOR THE 
TYLER- KIMBER STUDY SKILLS TEST 
Centile BOYS GIRLS 
Group Cases Mean Cases Mean 
0-9 1 101 3 116 
10-19 7 125 6 123 
20-29 9 124 8 120 
30-39 8 130 8 130 
40-49 8 138 8 129 
50-59 5 127 6 134 
60-69 4 137 4 120 
70-79 3 146 3 134 
80-89 3 147 2 146 
90-99 1 155 1 118 
Total Mean 49 131 49 127 
Read Table Thus: Within the 0-9 centile gr oup 
one boy had a score of one hundred and one on 
the Tyler- Kimber. There were t hree girls with-
in this same centile group whose mean score 
was one hundred and sixteen. 
21 
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The standard deviation of the forty-nine girls' scores 
on the Tyler-Kimber was 11.61. This also closely approximates 
that of the standardization group which was 11.85. The differ-
ence between the two standard deviations was not significant. 
Table VI shows the mean score and standard deviation for both 
the standardization group and the group used in this study. 
TABLE VI 
THE MF.AN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
IN COMPARISON WITH THE NATIONAL NORMS FOR THE 
TYLER-KIMBER STUDY SKILLS TEST 
Source BOYS GIRLS 




10.95 127 11. 61 
National 
Norms 137 11.85 137 1 • 85 
(N=lOO) 
III. Grade Point Averages 
The range of grade point averages for boys of the pre-
sent study was from • 41 to 2. 89 . The boy who attained the 
lowest grade point did not score in the 0-9 centile group on 
the Tyler-Kimber, but rather within the 20-29 cent1le. Like-
wise, the highest grade point average for the boys was not 
found within the 90-99 centile, but within the 70-79 centile. 
The range of grade point averages f or girls was from 
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.52 to 2.48. In this case, the lowest grade point average 
was found within the 0-9 centile, while the highes t grade 
point average was found to be within the 80-89 centile. 
There was a difference in r ange of .49 between the boys and 
girls, with the boys having the largest range. 
The mean grade point for boys, which included the 
first two years of college, was 1.52. For the girls the 
mean grade point was found to be 1. 64. As shown in Table 
VII, on page twenty-four, the mean grade points for girls 
during the freshman and sophomore years were practically 
the same, being 1.64 and 1.63 respectively. 
The mean grade point for boys during the freshman 
year was 1.42, and during the sophomore year, 1.61. It is 
shown in Table VII that as a group the freshman girls seemed 
to make better grades than freshman boys. For t he sophomore 
year, however, the boys' mean grade point had raised to within 
.02 grade points of the girls' mean grade point. Nevertheless, 
the girls' mean cumulative grade point was still .12 higher 
than that of the boys. 
It was stated earlier in the study that the Fort Hays 
sophomores -were compared with the "high- sophomores II in the 
standardization group and that the Fort Hays sophomores' 
mean score on the Tyler- Kimber would be lower than that of the 
standardization group. An analysis of the Fort Hays sopho-
mores' scores showed that the sophomore boys' mean score 
TABLE VII 
ME.AN GRADE POINTS FOR EACH SCAT GENTILE GROUP 
FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORE AND TOTAL GRADE POINTS 
Centile FMGP* SMGP*-l;-
Group Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys 
0-9 .46 1.41 • 50 1.01 • 48 
10-19 1.12 1.39 1.31 1.22 1.21 
20-29 1.15 1. 0 4 1.19 1.26 1.17 
30-39 1.31 1.44 1.51 1.46 1.41 
40-Ll-9 1.18 1.56 1.72 1. Li-9 1.45 
50-59 1.27 1. 67 1.42 1.77 1.34 
60-69 1. 66 2.01 1.82 1.96 1.74 
70-79 1.72 1. 62 1.75 1.75 1.73 
80-89 1.58 2.30 2.03 2.50 1.81 
90-99 2. 94 2.00 2.82 1.90 2.88 
Total Mean 1.42 1. 64 1. 61 1. 63 1. 52 
* Freshman Mean Grade Point 
•i-* Sophomore Mean Grade Point 














Read Table Thus: The freshman mean grade point for boys 
within the 0-9 centile was • 46, whereas for the girls it was 
1. 41. The sophomore mean grade point for boys was • 50 and 
for the girls 1.01 • The total mean grade point for boys was 
. 48 and for the girls 1.21. 
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was one hundred and thirty-one,whereas the girls' mean score 
was one hundred and twenty-seven. This gave an average of 
one hundred and twenty-nine for both sexes. Thus, although 
the mean score for Fort Hays sophomores was eight points 
lower than that of the Tyler-Kimber standardization group, 
this difference of eight points seems insignificant. On the 
average, the Fort Hays sophomore missed only eight more ques-
tions out of a possible one hundred and seventy-seven than 
did the junior-college graduate who had achieved a 2.00 or 
above grade point average. 
An analysis of the individual grade points for stu-
dents in this study was made and it was found that of the 
ninty-eight students, only eleven had achieved a grade point 
average of 2.00 or above for the first two years of college. 
This extremely high percentage difference (all of the stan-
dardization group had a 2.00 plus) and the relatively low 
difference between the mean scores of Fort Hays students and 
the standardization group would tend to indicate that the 
Fort Hays students possess comparable study skills to those 
of the standardization group even though this la.tter group 
received better grades. 
In addition, the Fort Hays sophomores were compared 
with the total standardization group including both 11high11 
and "low-sophomores". The Fort Hays sophomore mean of one 
hundr.ed and twenty-nine was equivalent to the sixieth per-
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centile of the sta...~dardization group. On the basis of this 
study it would seem that the Fort Hays sophomores have better 
study skills than the average student of the standardization 
group. 
Inasmuch as the SCAT correlated with the Tyler-Kimber 
at .66 for the boys and .37 for the girls, it would tend to 
indicate that the Tyler-Kimber and the SCAT, to a degree, 
measure similar factors. 
IV. Correlations 
This section of the chapter was devoted to an analysis 
of the correlations between the boys' and girls' co ef f ici ents 
of correlation. This analysis included correlations between 
the: 1. School and College Ability Test and t h e Tyler-
Kimber Study Skills Test for both boys and girls. 
2. School and College Ability Test and the total 
grade point averages for both boys and girls. 
3. Tyler-Kimber Study Skills Test and the total 
grade point averages for both boys and girls. 
4. Combined correlations of the School and College 
Ability Test and the Tyler-Kimber Study Skills 
Test with the total grade point averages for 
both boys and girls. 
The amount of difference between the various coeffic-
ients of correlations was quite small. However, a dif f erence 
of .29 was obtained between the coefficients for boys and 
girls when the SCAT was correlated with the Tyler-Kimber. 
The degree to which this di f ference was significant was un-
kno~m. Thus, the significance of these differences had to 
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be determined. In order to find the amount of significance 
which could be given to these coefficients of correlations, 
Guilford9 was consulted to find the necessary formulas and 
proper conversion tables for computations of the significance 
of difference from a 0.00 correlation. or the significance 
of difference between sexes, Edwards10 was consulted for the 
proper formulas and conversion tables. Table VIII, on page 
twenty-seven gives coefficients of correlations and the signi-
ficance of difference (Z) for all correlations made in this 
study. 
Inasmuch as the significance of difference method of 
correlations is perhaps not as widely known as some other 
statistical concepts, a brief explanation by Howell is given 
here. 
If the probability is greater than .05 we will 
say there is no significant differenc~. If the 
probability is between . 01 and • 05 we will say 
that it is questionable whether there is a signifi-
cant dif f erence.11 
All correlations for the study were significal1t beyond 
the .01 level from a 0.00 correlation. However, in testing 
9J.P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology 
and Education, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1950, p.159. 
lO.Al.len L. Edwards, Experimental Design in Psychologi-
Cal Research, Rinehart and Company, Inc., New York: 1951, 
pp. 131-32. 
11Jobn M. Howell, Elementary Statistics, Wm. c. Brown 
Co., Los .Angeles City College, Los .Angeles: 1959, p.93. 
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the significance of difference between sexes, it was found 
that only the difference of .29 obtained by comparing the 
SCAT with the Tyler-Kimber approached the .05 level of signi-
ficance. A Z of l. 96 is the point at which the difference 
would be significant at the .05 level. The computed Z of 
1.94, shown in Table VIII, indicated that the difference 
of coefficients was extremely close to being significant. 
All other differences were even more insignificant. 
Finally a multiple correlation of the SCAT and the 
Tyler-Kimber with student total grade point averages was 
obtained. The assumption was that the scores on both the 
SCAT and Tyler-Kimber would give a better estimate of the 
student's total grade point average than el ther test alone. 
The use of both tests produced only a slightly higher coef-
ficient of correlation for boys than for girls. The differ-
ence between the coefficients for the multiple correlation 
and the coefficients of the SCAT and Tyler-Kimber was not 
significant. 
TABLE VIII 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATI ONS 
Coefficients of Correlation 
Tests 
SCAT and Tyler-Kimber 
SCAT and TGPA 
Tyler-Kimber and TGPA 
Multiple rand TGPA 



















SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS .AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Summary 
The problem was to discover significant differences, 
if any, of the predictive value between the SCAT and student 
grade point averages. Also, to see if the scores from the 
SCAT an.a. Tyler-Kimber, when used together for counseling 
purposes, would be a better predictor of college success 
than the scores of the SCAT alone. 
The study was limited to only ninty-eight students, 
but this was a representative sample of the 1958-59 sopho-
more class at Fort Hays. The study was not made on a true 
cross-section of the original freshman class. This was be-
cause some of the students had dropped out of school after 
their freshman year. The reasons may have been because of 
a lack of finances, poor health, low academic achievement, 
or numerous other personal reasons. Regardless of these 
freshmen generally represent a more heterogeneous group, 
showing greater variability than the sophomores from which 
the testing population was taken. The effect this may have 
had upon the study is unknown • 
.Another limitation was the lapse of time between the 
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administration of the SCAT and the Tyler-Kimber. Although it 
is doubtful that the time factor substantially influenced the 
correlations, nevertheless, it must be considered in interpre-
ting the data. 
The data indicated that both the SCAT and the Tyler-
Kimber would predict student's grade point with approximately 
the same degree of accuracy. The predictive efficiency of 
each correlation is approximately thirteen percent in the 
case of the boys a.nd about eight percent in the case of the 
girls. 
In trying to explain why the SCAT and the Tyler-Kimber 
show similar correlations with the total grade point average, 
a number of alternatives are possible. The SCAT, e,s a scho-
lastic ap titude test which measures individual potential for 
achievement, has shown its effectiveness 1 predicting achieve-
ment. The Tyler-Kimber is an achievement test which supp osedly 
measures primarily what the student ha s achieved in t he study 
skills area. 
Inasmuch as grade point average represents achievement 
it is possible that an individual's achievement in study 
skills is also a good indicator of his potential achievement 
in other areas, and that academic or scholastic aptitude is 
the underlying factor being measured by both tests. 
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II. Conclusions 
In interpreting the data between the SCAT and student 
grade point averages, as shown in Table III, on page eighteen, 
there seemed to be no difference between sexes in regard to 
the mean scores on the SCAT. This adds strength to the 
writer's previous statement that: "The group selected for the 
study was truly a representative sample of the sophomore class. 11 
If the mean score had differed substantially it may have indi-
cated an error in the sampling procedure. 
Table VIII, on page twenty-seven, shows the coefficients 
of correlation between the SCAT and student grade point aver-
ages. Although the SCAT correlated higher for the boys (.54) 
than for the girls (.43) the difference was not significant. 
Thus, by using the SCAT, the student's grade point can be pre-
dicted for either sex with approximately the same degree of 
confidence. 
In interpreting the data between the Tyler-Kimber and 
student grade point averages, it is shown in Table V, on page 
twenty-one, that there is no important difference between 
sexes in regard to the mean scores. The mean scores for the 
boys and the girls on the test were only four points apart. 
The coefficients of correlation between the Tyler-
Kimber and student grade point averages was .53 for boys, 
and .42 for girls. Although the coefficient was higher for 
the boys than for girls, the difference was found to be in-
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significant. Grade point prediction in using the Tyler-
Kimber would be approximately the same for both sexes. 
Data in the preceeding paragraphs indicates that the 
Tyler-Kimber will predict grade point with approximately the 
same degree of confidence as the SCAT. This seems to be in 
agreement with Salisbury'sl2 findings that a study skills 
test appeared to give as good an indication of academic suc-
cess as a scholastic aptitude test or the student's high 
school record. 
The multiple correlation of the SCAT and the Tyler-
Kimber with student grade point averages showed a coefficient 
of .59 for boys, and .51 for girls . The slight increase in 
the boys' coefficient over the SCAT (.54) and over the Tyler-
Kimber (. 53) seemed to be unimportant. The small increase in 
the multiple correlation for girls (SCAT . 4~, Tyler-Kimber 
.42) also indicated that relatively little value would be 
gained by the use of both tests. 
In order to determine whether there was a significant 
increase in prediction by the use of both tests McNemar13 was 
consulted for the necessary formula to compute the signifi-
cance of difference between the multiple rand r. 
12Rachel Salisbury, .2£• cit., p. 1850. 
13Quinn McNemar, Psychological Statistics, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., New York: 1949, p.266. 
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This increase for both sexes was insignificant. 
Inasmuch as there was no statistical significance bet-
ween these coefficients, it would be entirely an administra-
tive decision whether to use both tests or just the SCAT 
alone. Because of the slight increase in predictiveness, as 
determined by computing the multiple correlation, the added 
time and expense involved in using both tests as predictive 
devices would not be justified. The inclusion of the Tyler-
Kimber into the freshman testing program would not malrn the 
prediction of the student's grade point more accurate. How-
ever, the Tyler-Kimber would be of value as a diagnostic 
tool in which student's study skills weaknesses could be 
determined and remedial work in specific areas more accurately 
prescribed. 
The coefficient of .66 for boys and .37 for girls 
between the SCAT and Tyler-Kimber indicated that more of the 
boys than girls who scored high on the SCAT also scored high 
on the Tyler-Kimber. The girls' mean score on both tests 
were lower than those of the boys' but the girls' mean grade 
point was slightly higher. The reasons that the girls' mean 
score was lower might be because the tests contain items 
which are more comparable to the past experiences of boys. 
Or, perhaps there was more emphasis in schools to teach 
study skills to boys because of their general lower achieve-
ment. 
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The girls' mean grade point was .22 higher than that 
of the boys during the freshman year. This was not the case 
for the sophomore year, however, as the mean grade point was 
only .02 higher than that of the boys. A reason for the dif-
ference in grade point might have been that more boys with 
low grades than girls dropped out of school after the fresh-
man year . This would mean that the sophomore girls repre-
sented a more heterogeneous group, whereas the higher per-
centage of "drop-outs" made the sophomore boys a more homo-
geneous group. This adds strength to the findings that the 
boys' mean grade point was considerably higher during the 
sophomore year, whereas the girls' remained relatively the 
same. 
Other reasons why the girls' mean grade point was 
higher than that of the boys may be because t ~achers were 
more lenient in grading; boys more frequently are behavioral 
problems, thus, grades were reduced by some instructors; or, 
some instructors may have graded heavily on attendance. In 
this case girls would generally rank higher inasmuch as boys 
"cut" class more frequently. 
III. Recommendations 
Tae writer feels that further research in the study 
skills and grade point prediction areas would be of great 
value to guidance personnel. Should a similar study be made, 
it is felt that the study skills test should be given at 
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approximately the same time as the scholastic aptitude test. 
This would completely eliminate the possibility of college 
courses effects upon the test results. 
Also, it is felt that further information would be 
desirable in correlating student's quantative scores with 
grade point averages, and verbal scores with grade point 
averages. This would give further information a s to t he type 
of ap titude the student possessed in relationship to his 
study skills. 
Further, it is felt that a how-to-study course would 
be of value to Fort Hays' students in improving individual 
study skills weaknesses. The screening of freshmen, t o find 
students with poor study skills, could be done either by an 
evaluation of the student's high school grades, by the use of 
a study skills test in which a pre-determined ~ut-off score 
had been set, or, by the use of both methods. 
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Fort 1 a a, KSC 
Haya ·(anaaa 
Mro Dorth -Hibbs graduate student in Guidance and 
Counael1ng, is conducting a study here at Fort Haye and 
needs subJecta for this atudy" We are asking you ""o 
cooperate with him. 
As a ba.sls for select.Lon, ea.ch member of the sopho~ 
more class wa.o included. Using the acores that yo , maae 
ae a freshman on the School and College Ability Teat 
representative distribution of the Fort Haya oopl ~o~e 
clo.so as modeo Each Student I s sco1"e uo.e plt:1c .d nto 
c nt1les from \vhich your name was aelee ed '.lo "'" poar-1.h1 e 
testing cand1dateo 
The purpose of this t3st1ng program 1r to administer 
the School and College Ability Teet and tP-e Tyler-Kimb&r 
Study Skills Tes to a representative sample of the sopho« 
more claaa~ The scores from these teats ,dll then b. cor= 
related :1th each individual's grade:· point avere.geo r 1a 
will help to determine whether the School and College 
Ab111ty Test or the Tyler-Kimber Study Skilla Tef;tis t e 
beat predictor of the studen 's grade point a rage~ 
The resul ta of the teat \·1111 be kept oonfidenti 1 
The individual ecorea, however, will be tabulated e.nd 
correlated for the sophomore class. F'inal correls.tiona 
111 be made available to thoae conoernedc If, as a 
student, you are interested 1n your scores on the teats 
Mr Hibbs will be happy to expln.in them to you and to 
indicate not only your standing in the class, but the 
relationship betwe€n your scores and your grade poin 
average for your f'iret t,to years of college. 
The testing time and place o.re giv :non a sepa.r 
sheet. Your cooperation in this prog!'o.m ould be gr 
apprecinted and t1111 not only be a great asaista.noe o 
Mr~ Hibba,1n the writ1n8 of his Specialist Thesis, but to 
the college as well. 
Sincerely yours, 
Dro Emerald Deel: r.t 
Director of Guida.nee 
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TESTir-!G SCHEDULE 
DA DATE TIME PLACE Tuesday---- April 19th-----7:15 (! m ~-Ref::id nc Hall 
, edneoday-- April 20 . ----•-7:15 p.,m --cueter !all 
Thursday--- Ap 11 21st-- --7:15 p5m -R<;3S ne 11a1.1 
M nda ----- Apr 1 25 '"h-----7:15 pm .. - Cu ter Tfall 
Tuesday---- Apr 26th-----7:15 p&me--Residence Hall 
ie nesday-... April 27th ... ----7:15 p :n --c ster rn.11 
Thursday-- April 28th-- · 7•15 p m_.--residu1ce .rio.11 
The above testing pe:c>io a have 
through the colleBeo Please ~hoose 
-1h1ch will best f1 t you pi::>roonal t 
come a re,·: min tea early a.s t.his c 
test~ ~111 be a~m1n1stered 1 the d 1tg 
1 sidence and Custe Hall 
Only one teE t \'1111 be g" ven 
st dy Sk1 ls Teo O The ·~s ,, i ~1 , 
ad.!Il1niotra. ion etc,ir:s will ta .e ~n n 
ho 'ro 
You, ooope:i: a ion in this _ "06 • u J:::;t 
importance to futur t Tay..: " · 
Dortl rlib s 
APPENDIX III 
Dear Stndent !) 
Fort Hays KSC 
Hsys, Kansas 
You a.re bei.ng asked once again to participate in the sopho= 
more testing progrsn1 which is being ma e at Fort Hays Kansas State 
College o During the seven nights o.r' testing, ninet,y sophomores 
reported for testing and wero administ1':irad the Tyler=Kimbar Study 
Sld.11s Testo Bef.cre the study crui be completed, however, a few 
more students mnst be te~t~do 
The student,s .for th:i.s study were selected on the basis of 
their centile ranking in t.he sophomore class from the School wd 
College Ability Test, 1:1hich 1;;as aami:r.iistered dit1•.i.ng the Fresh.man 
Ehtrance E..~~uinationso A certain number of students from each 
centile gl"Oup mu.st be tested iu order to make this study compl•i'.?t0" 
You are e.n1ong the remaining few 1mo mu.a·li be tostedo 
You a.re asked to repo1"t to the Psychology Department 9 uhid'l 
is located in the basement of Rarick Hall, at your earliest con= 
veniC3nce, some-time during t.'le ·rnek of Monda;y, Moy 2ndo and FrldiiiY J) 
May 6th~, t.o truce "i:ho test., The t.e~rt; takes approximately one hour 
and your cooperri:tion in this study is urgently solici"'~edo Th~ 
progress of the enti~e program mll be delaysd until you have bean 
administered the examina.tiono 
Sincs_ely yours, 
40 
Dro Emerald Dechant 
Director of G-llida.~ce 
